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Regarding Minor Imperfections In Panels: The sheet metal you receive may have scratches,
dings, small dents and other minor imperfections, which are considered normal sheet metal
characteristics due to the nature of the product. OPGI does not consider these minor
imperfections as damaged. These items will be easily corrected during the filling, priming and
sanding phase of your sheet metal installation. All sheet metal panels will require some sort of
manipulation during installation. Every panel that we sell is inspected and then carefully
packaged to protect against damage that may occur during transit. It is also recommended that
the damaged area of the vehicle not to be cut out before receiving the new sheet metal. Measure
twice, cut once to be safe. Minor modifications including elongating mounting holes, adding
shims etc. This is a consideration when reinstalling original GM panels as well as
reproductions. It is important to note that hard driving conditions can twist frames and bodies
out of original tolerances. Poor body work from previous collisions can cause problems with
the body structures that the panels are attached to. Part Low Stock Only a few left for immediate
delivery. This item does not fit the vehicle you selected. Select Your Vehicle. Shop More View
Cart. Earn 0 points. Details Fitment Reviews 1. A perfect fit for a top-quality restoration
Regarding Minor Imperfections In Panels: The sheet metal you receive may have scratches,
dings, small dents and other minor imperfections, which are considered normal sheet metal
characteristics due to the nature of the product. Please phone, email, or check our website for
shipping charges to your area. Please call or email us for an exact quote. For more information
go to Vehicle Fitment. Have a Question? Low Prices. Price Match Guarantee. Car Part Experts.
We know car parts. Guaranteed Fitment. Superior Selection. Largest selection of in-stock parts.
Reviews 1. Oldsmobile Cutlass. The Oldsmobile also known as the is a muscle car produced by
Oldsmobile between the and model years. The name was revived in the s on the rear-wheel
drive Cutlass Supreme and early s as an option package for the new front-wheel drive Cutlass
Calais. The "" name pronounced "Four-four-two" derives from the original car's four-barrel
carburetor , four-speed manual transmission , and dual exhausts [1] [2] [3] Some maintain that
the '2' indicated a limited-slip differential. It was originally written "" with badging showing
hyphens between the numerals , [1] and remained hyphenated throughout Oldsmobile's use of
the designation. Beginning in , the s standard transmission was a 3 speed manual along with
optional 2 speed automatic and 4 speed manual, but were still badged as ""s. By badging was
shortened to simply "", but Oldsmobile brochures and internal documents continued to use the
"" model designation. The was born out of competition between Pontiac and Oldsmobile
divisions of GM. The high performance GTO version of the Pontiac LeMans intermediate had
proved an unexpected success midway through the model year. Oldsmobile's hasty response
was to beef up their own popular Cutlass , a task given to a team led by performance enthusiast
and Olds engineer John Beltz later responsible for the distinctive and powerful Toronado , aided
by Dale Smith and division Chief Engineer Bob Dorshimer. Contrasted with the Tempest
LeMans GTO with its cubic inch V-8 introduced in September, [6] as an option package , the
Oldsmobile offering was a conservative package. Also included was a stiffened frame,
adjustable pinion angle by way of added holes in the frame mounts for the rear upper control
arms, Muncie four-speed manual transmission , a heavy duty drive shaft connected to a 3. There
is documentation available showing that the was built in both Lansing and Fremont. The
package was dubbed based on its combination of four-barrel carburetor, four-speed manual
transmission , and dual exhausts. Motor Trend tested an early 64 with a rear axle standard ratio
was 3. A total of 2, were sold. The definition of "" was then restated as referring to cubic inches,
a 4 barrel carburetor a cfm Rochester 4-Jet , [5] 2 exhausts. The standard transmission became
a three-speed manual with column shifter, with a floor shifter four-speed and Oldsmobile's
two-speed Jetaway automatic transmission optional. A heavy duty three-speed with Hurst floor
shifter was introduced as a mid year option. Other touches added to the '65 were chrome body
side scoops adorned with badging, chambered dual exhaust pipes, chrome single snout air
cleaner, and badging on the dash. It also offered standard bucket seats when optioned on the
Cutlass [5] and a 6, rpm tachometer , mounted in the optional console, more as decoration than
for usefulness. Modern Rod tested a F85 with the four-speed manual, slicks, and headers and
obtained a quarter mile acceleration of The shared a modest facelift with other Cutlasses. The
W30 engine added an outside-air induction system admitting cool air to the carburetors via
tubing from the front grill and a hotter cam, rated â€” or, more likely, underrated â€” the same
as the L The battery was relocated to the trunk to make room for the air hoses, which prevented
the package from being ordered on convertible models. Only 54 W30s were built by the factory,
although an additional 97 were produced for dealer installation. The standard transmission was
a three-speed manual with column shift and the two-speed Jetaway automatic with switch-pitch
torque converter was optional. Hurst shifters became standard equipment with floor-mounted
manual transmissions including the optional heavy-duty three-speed, M wide-ratio four-speed

or M close-ratio four-speed. The standard horsepower engine could be ordered with any of the
four transmissions, while only manual transmissions could be ordered with the L69 three
two-barrel option. Inside, a revised instrument panel featured two round pods for the
speedometer and other instruments, replacing the horizontal sweep speedometer of â€”65
models, but the rest of the basic dashboard designed was unchanged. F models had base
interiors with bench seats and rubber floor mats while the more lavish Cutlass versions came
with full carpeting and featured Strato bucket seats of a new design with higher and thinner seat
backs, or a no-cost bench seat option. Car Life tested an L69 with four-speed transmission and
obtained a 0â€”60 time of 6. Production slumped to 21, The still constituted only about 10
percent of Cutlass sales, whereas Pontiac's GTO represented nearly a third of all Tempests
sold. For the 's styling and base engine remained the same, save for: minor trim changes and a
only distinctive louvered hood as well as an increase in intake valve size to 2. The heavy-duty
floor-mounted three-speed manual transmission was now standard with the Muncie M and M
four-speeds optional, all with Hurst shifters. Front disc brakes were a new option this year. A
GM policy decision banning multiple carburetors for all vehicles except Ed Cole's beloved
Corvette and the Corvair saw the demise of the L69 with its triple carburetors, a rare option for
Olds and an icon for Pontiacs since The W30 remained available, although the four-barrel
Quadrajet carburetor replaced the tri carb setup. New red plastic inner fender liners became part
of the W30 package. Cars tested a W30 with close-ratio four-speed and 4. Unlike in previous
years which the option could be ordered on either baseline F or upscale Cutlass models, the
package was based on the top-line Cutlass Supreme series including the sport coupe with
center post , Holiday hardtop coupe and convertible. Standard equipment on all models
included Strato bucket seats or no-cost notchback bench seat, full carpeting, expanded
Morocceen vinyl upholstery, heavy-duty suspension with rear sway bar, and wide-oval tires.
Like all cars sold in the U. This safety package included an energy-absorbing steering column
and safety steering wheel, padded dash, recessed controls, four-way hazard flashers and a
dual-circuit brake hydraulic master cylinder. The became a separate model from through Car
Life tested a with a 3. Car Life also tested a four-speed W with 4. All standard engines are
painted a bronzeâ€”copper color, as with the s, topped with a fire-red air cleaner. W option cars
were equipped with Ram Air intake hoses leading from a chrome-topped dual snorkel black air
cleaner to special under-bumper air scoops and set off by bright red plastic fender wells. In
addition, a Turnpike Cruiser option was made available with a two-barrel carburetor; this was
previously available on the Cutlass Supreme for Mechanically, the cars left the factory with two
drive train combinations. All cars came with bucket seats and a Hurst Dual-Gate shifter in a
mini-console. Also standard were numerous regular options such as disc brakes, heavy duty
cooling, and FE2 suspension. They shared the red fender wells and ram air setup with the W
Popular, but not standard, additional options included the tick-tock-tach and wood-grained
steering wheel. Power front disc brakes were optional. Twin hood stripes were now available to
highlight the new dual-bulged hood. The numerals grew to nearly double their previous size.
Optional disc brakes now had updated single-piston calipers. The exhaust manifolds featured a
new center divider for better performance. Other changes to the engine were minimal, but the
Turnpike Cruiser option was deleted. However, another high-performance engine was offered.
Called the W, it came with the Forced Air Induction plumbing found on the Ws, but it had a
milder cam like the base engine. It was only available with an automatic, and were built,
including 25 sport coupes and convertibles each. The model year can be identified by its
vertical bars in silver grille, rectangular parking lights in front bumper, and vertical tail lights.
The revised body style and increased performance resulted in the being awarded pace car
duties at the Indianapolis race in Those seeking to experience the ultimate in performance from
Lansing could order a "W-Machine" version of the , dubbed the W package. The W added a
fiberglass hood option W25 with functional air scoops and low-restriction air cleaner, aluminum
intake manifold, special camshaft, cylinder heads, distributor, and carburetor. Two W equipped
Vista Cruisers were produced by special order. Motor Trend tested a W with the four-speed
manual transmission and 3. However, Motor Trend noted that Oldsmobile engineers had earlier
posted a best of A Oldsmobile was featured in the chase scene of the movie Demolition Man
starring Sylvester Stallone. Despite storm clouds on the muscle car horizon, the returned in
with only minor modifications from the previous year. Engine output was down for due to a
lower compression ratio 8. The W option was downgraded to an aluminum cover for the cast
iron differential housing. The was available in a hardtop coupe and convertible body type. The
sport coupe disappeared for the first time since , only to return in Quarter mile performance as
reported by Road Test magazine was By , the muscle car era was unmistakably in decline due to
the twin blows of rising insurance rates and soaring gas prices. The name reverted to an
appearance and handling option package option code W in on the Cutlass Holiday coupe,

Cutlass S sport coupe and Holiday coupe , and Cutlass Supreme convertible. The W option was
not available on Cutlass Supreme notchback hardtops. Interior trims differed on each bodystyle
for which the option was offered, much like the early â€”66 models. Other notable components
of the W30 package included a lightweight aluminum intake manifold, the W25 fiberglass ram-air
hood, anti-spin differential with 3. Due to the low-vacuum at idle, air conditioning was not
available, and power brakes were only available with an automatic transmission. Only W30
convertibles and W30 coupes were made in , making this a very rare option. Originally expected
to debut for the model year, the introduction of the new "Colonnade" body style was delayed
until due to an auto workers strike in The body was redesigned to feature massive 5-foot 1. The
rear windows were fixed and the roof was reinforced in anticipation of roll-over standards being
imposed by the government. These cars were a few hundred pounds heavier and slightly larger
than the 's. Consistent with , the option remained a handling and appearance package, code W,
and was available on the Cutlass and Cutlass "S". It consisted of a faux louvered hood, FE2
suspension, specific grilles, emblems and stripes. This was all part of the industry-wide
weaning of U. The L77 "V" code was there, but only with the 4-speed wide-ratio M transmission.
Positraction rear ends, axle ratios, gauges, Super Stock wheels, HD cooling and many sport
type options were available, but had to be ordered. Both s used the Turbo Hydra-matic
transmission, while the was mated to the Turbo Center console with floor shifter was optional
with either the 4-speed manual or Turbo Hydra-matic transmissions. It remained a handling and
appearance package available on both base Cutlass and Cutlass S Colonnade coupes. Power
steering and Turbo Hydra-matic transmission became standard equipment on and all other
Cutlass models. The four-speed manual transmission with Hurst shifter was dropped from the
option list. New option for were GM-specification radial tires. Interiors were similar to with
cloth-and-vinyl or all-vinyl bench seats standard, or optional swiveling Strato bucket seats with
Moroceen vinyl upholstery. Center console with floor shifter optional with bucket seats. The
received revised vertical-bar grilles and continued with vertically stacked taillight lenses. Radial
tires were now standard equipment, along with a GM High Energy electronic ignition. All
engines were mated to catalytic converters, which required use of unleaded gasoline and
spelled the end of true dual exhausts. With economy now a selling point following the â€”74
energy crisis resulting from the Arab Oil Embargo, the '75 and most other Cutlass models no
longer included a V8 engine as standard equipment. For the first time since its introduction, the
came standard with a six-cylinder engine, Chevrolet's cubic-inch inline unit which had
previously been offered on some Olds intermediates from to and the compact Olds Omega
since its introduction. Also new this year was a small Olds-built cubic-inch Rocket V8
specifically designed for fuel economy. The horsepower Rocket V8 was now an extra-cost
option along with the horsepower V8. A three-speed manual transmission was reinstated as
standard equipment with the six-cylinder engine with the Turbo Hydra-matic transmission
optional with that engine and the only transmission offered with the V8 engines. Interiors again
consisted of bench seats with cloth-and-Moroceen vinyl or all-Moroceen trim, or optional
swiveling Strato buckets upholstered in Moroceen vinyl. Revised door panels featured pull
straps. Console optional with bucket seats. Due to SAE Net horsepower ratings, it appeared that
there was a power drop from earlier engines but this is not the case. The Oldsmobile also had
significant torque at low RPM. The shared a new aerodynamic sloped nose designed for
NASCAR with split grilles and new quad rectangular headlights with Cutlass S models, along
with revised lower sheetmetal with fewer creases than the â€”75 models. This was also the final
year for the Rocket V8. Final year for the vintage Colonnade body. Engine offerings were
revised with Buick's cubic-inch V6 replacing the Chevy inline-six as base power, with optional
powerplants again including the Oldsmobile built and cubic-inch Rocket V8s. Transmission
offerings included a three-speed manual or Turbo Hydra-matic with the V6 , five-speed manual
or Turbo Hydra-matic for the V8 and Turbo Hydra-matic was the sole offering for the and V8s.
Interiors included a standard bench seat with cloth-and-vinyl or all-vinyl bench seat, or optional
Strato bucket seats with all-vinyl upholstery and without the swiveling feature of previous years.
Console again optional with bucket seats. Another limited-edition model was offered from
through on the downsized A-body Cutlass introduced for the model year. Engines varied from a
base 3. There was no available to any offered in or The â€”9 version of the was an option
package on the semi-fastback "Aeroback" Oldsmobile Cutlass Salon, which was the lower-trim
version of the best-selling Cutlass model range. It was offered with all powertrains available,
including the c. Transmissions offered were 3-spd automatic with all engines, 5 spd manual with
the V8 and a 4 spd Saginaw manual with the V8. Distinctive trim elements included contrasting
striping along the rocker panels and lower doors, over both wheel wells, badging on the rear
trunk, and interior emblems. All other options offered on the Cutlass Salon were available with
the option package. The is based on the Cutlass Salon body style. The model moved to the

notchback Oldsmobile Cutlass Calais to return to its roots as a performance car as it had a
larger V8 engine not available on other Cutlass models. It included W badging on the front
fenders above the side marker lights, with less dramatic graphics. Also available only in gold
over white or gold over black paint, a total of were built, in Black, and in White. The W option
was not available in California. Code "AB" non-locking 2. A cross-flow muffler gives a "factory"
dual exhaust appearance. The name was now defined as referring to the car's 4 -speed r4
automatic transmission , 4 -barrel carburetor , and 2 exhausts. The shifter was mounted on the
floor in a console between the front seats, and the upgraded F41 suspension package was
included. All and s used the already-sporty Cutlass Salon model as their base platform. Due to
cost concerns, for it was decided they would use the less-expensive Cutlass Supreme model to
base the on. With few exceptions vinyl tops, painted pinstripes, chrome outside mirrors and
wire wheel covers, for example , s could be ordered with much of the optional equipment found
on other Cutlass models. Rather than using the weaker 7. This was, in large part, due to dealer
ordering "packages" that grouped popular options together for ease of ordering. Problem was,
G80 was not part of a single one of those popular option packages, but could be added "a la
carte. These were the only models to get the hotter VIN 9 cubic inch engine, and it was the only
engine available. In , the engine received a roller-camshaft valve train and new swirl-port heads
to improve economy and low-end torque. The KZF removed much of the shift harshness of the
original OZ coded transmissions, but were still firmer than the run-of-the-mill overdrive
transmissions used in the rest of Oldsmobile's lineup. The option was revived on the Quad
front-wheel drive â€” Cutlass Calais. The engine was tuned with higher output camshafts which
produced more top end power at the expense of idle quality. This engine was a technological
stretch and proved unreliable. This version of the also played upon the "W" option code used in
past versions of the , the exception being that this model used the option code "W". This model
lasted just two years. It was a stretch to group this model with the prior, venerable 's and in
essence was merely a marketing ploy by Oldsmobile. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
Main article: Oldsmobile Cutlass. Motor vehicle. Main article: Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme.
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manufacture hundreds of Oldsmobile parts. In addition, we also maintain a collection of good
used parts and rare options from over parts cars. New, used or NOS, we are confident that if
you are working on a Cutlass or , we will have what you need. All items sold by OldsParts. We
stock the parts listed in this catalog and ship most orders the same day they are placed. In
stock orders placed by 3 P. For 38 years, OldsParts has been manufacturing superior quality
parts, and providing restoration supplies and services to the Cutlass and owner exclusively.
Buy Direct and Save! We are passionate about these cars and appreciate our fellow enthusiasts
who own and restore them. Real people who have worked on these cars answer our phones!
Our least experienced team member has been with us for 14 years. Please choose your year,
make and model before searching or selecting a category. Start Shopping. About Us We
manufacture hundreds of Oldsmobile parts. Our History For 38 years, OldsParts has been
manufacturing superior quality parts, and providing restoration supplies and services to the
Cutlass and owner exclusively. Your Trusted Source for Parts. Give Us a Ring or Email Us.
Office Location. Year All Make All Oldsmobile. Model All Cutlass View Cart 0. Quick Order. Wish
List. Begin Shopping Now! Select a make below! Home Catalog Home. New or Hot Selling Items.
Close Out Items. STEP 2 - Subsection. Ken Harrison Watt Radios. Console Door Hinge. Console
Lock Hardware. Dual Gate Shifter Components. Light Lens. Top Plates - Components. Cigarette
Lighter and Components. Dash Air Deflectors. Dash Compass. Dash Gauge Bezels - Trim. Dash
Gauge Lenses. Dash Pad Cover. Dash Switch Knobs. Dash Trim and Dash Emblems. Glovebox
Components. Headlight Switch Bezels. Heater Control Faceplates - Switch Faceplates. Radios Ken Harrison Audio. Underdash Insulation. Vent Pull Knobs and Vent Cable. Woodgrain Dash
Insert Kit. Armrest Pads and Bases - Rear - Armrest Panels - Covers - Rear. Door Jamb
Windlace Door Panel Moldings. Interior Door Handles. Rear Armrest Panel Covers. Remote
Control Mirror Bezel. Door Panel Carpet. Door Panel Clips and Retainers. Door Panel Emblems.
Door Panel Reflector. Door Panel Watershields. DynaPad Roll. Installation Accessories. Xtreme
Kits. Interior Screw Kits. Seat Bolt Kits. Installation Kits. Steering Columns. Carpet Underlay.

Dimmer Switch Grommet. Floor Mats. Sill Plates and Screws. Coat Hooks. Electrochromic
Rearview Mirrors. Headliner Insulation and Material. Inside Rear Window Trim. Interior Lights.
Interior Rearview Mirrors. Rear Seat Dividers and Insulation. Package Tray Jute Padding.
Accelerator Pedal Hardware. Accelerator Pedal Pads and Trim. Park Brake Pedal Pads. Pedal
Assemblies. Elite Seats. Pro 90 Seats. Rally Seats. Seat Adaptors. Billet Door Lock Knobs.
Bench Seat Mouting Hardware. Bucket Seat Molding and End Caps. Headrest Covers. Rear Seat
Mounting Brackets. Seat Belts and Hardware. Seat Bottom Trim Sets. Seat Heater Kit. Seat
Knobs and Hardware. Seat Relocation Brackets. Gatling Pistol Grip. Slot Pistol Grip. Solid Pistol
Grip. Back Drive Linkage - Hardware. Horn Hardware. Steering Column Conversion Kits.
Steering Column Mounting Kits. Steering Column Parts - Non Tilt. Steering Column Parts - Tilt
Column. Steering Shaft. Steering Wheel Adapter Hub. Steering Wheels. Volante-Horn Caps.
Volante-Hub Adapters. Volante-Steering Wheels. Rearview Mirror Mounting Brackets and Screw.
Sunvisor Bushings and Tips. Sunvisor Vanity Mirror. Accessory Mat. Spare Tire Covers. Trunk
Light Option Kits. Trunk Mats. If buying more than one part, check the box next to the parts you
want to buy and then click the 'Purchase Selected' button to add them to your cart. The
following parts were successfully added to your cart:. View Cart. Continue Shopping. Truly a
classic, Oldsmobile is the oldest car brand in America, and one of the oldest in the world.
Oldsmobile parts and cars are not only vintage, but they adhere to timeless tradition. And now
that the company has dissolved, Oldsmobile auto parts as well as its vehicles have become
even more precious and priceless. Meaning if you own one, whether it be the classic Cutlass or
the Bravada, you are now holding a timeless work of art. But to preserve your vintage
Oldsmobile, you need to maintain and even replace some of its parts. From Oldsmobile Cutlass
parts to Oldsmobile Starfire components, you would have to keep the interior as well as exterior
components in top shape. Good thing is, Oldsmobile restoration parts are available throughout
the web. However; be sure to find only quality and premium items that would not only preserve
the style of your Oldsmobile, but also maintain its performance. If you own the older, more
classic, versions of the car, go check your car's engine system first. After all, finding parts for
vintage models can be a bit difficult. So preserve that classic car of yours. Only get Oldsmobile
parts that are of premium quality. After all, you wouldn't want that classic to just be parked in
your garage; it's not everyday that you get to see a well-conditioned Oldsmobile passing by. So
put on some good replacement parts and take a vintage drive. Oldsmobile was an auto
company with many firsts. In its years of existence, it has provided the industry with various
technologies that are still commonly used today. Oldsmobile was at the forefront of discovery
and innovation until its demise in But nevertheless the legacy of Ransom E. Olds and his
Oldsmobiles lives on in the manufacturing techniques and automotive designs we see in all
kinds of cars today. The Curved Dash is far from a technologically advanced car by today's
standard. But with its introduction , the Dash also introduced a technological advancement that
modern cars can't live without-the speedometer. Speed measuring devices have been in use
since the earliest years of man's travels. From the Roman's wheel revolutions to Columbus'
knotted lines, measuring the rate at which one is going is essential to man's mobility. The
Oldsmobile Curved Dash was the first car to be equipped with a mechanical speedometer.
Thanks to this automotive addition, cars today enjoy more accurate and efficient speed
readings. While a lot of drivers enjoy the ease of driving an automatic, few are aware of its
origins. The Oldsmobile 66 and 68 is considered to be the forefather of automatic transmission.
Developed by General Motors engineer Earl Thompson, the Hydra-matic Drive allowed drivers
with less skill to drive smoothly. It featured planetary gears and a conventional friction clutch
that provided easier shifting. It was even advertised as the greatest advancement since the
self-starter and has helped generations of drivers all throughout its life span. In the mids,
drivers were less likely to wear seat belts while driving. Oldsmobile was the first to create other
safety measures that were more reliable and proactive, particularly the airbag. The Oldsmobile
Tornado was the first passenger car to be equipped with airbags. This technology featured a
flexible piece of fabric that inflates during collision, allowing the passenger to avoid head-on
injuries from the steering wheel and dashboard. This innovation also sparked international
interest in automobile safety and resulted in various other motoring safety inventions. The
demand for Oldmobile's started to decline in the early 90s. But this did not stop GM from
reviving the Oldsmobile's technological sophistication. The system, called the GuideStar, was
the first navigation equipment to be installed on cars. It gave drivers greater control of the
streets and enabled them to become more defensive drivers. While most cars nowadays are
hardly seen without a GPS system, it was a so-called "grandpa car" that started it all. While the
music industry has Michael Jackson and the sports industry has Babe Ruth or Muhammad Ali,
the icon for today's modern vehicles is the Oldsmobile. First introduced in , Oldsmobile
automobiles have been THE car every other car looks up to. So it's only fitting that a museum

was built to honour this automotive icon. The R. Olds Transportation Museum in Lansing
Michigan features Oldsmobile's innovative marvels, from its prototype down to its more
streamlined cars. Let's take a ride down memory lane as we take you through a museum that
fulfils every car enthusiast's dream. A trip to the museum is like going thru a slideshow of
automotive history as each section featured cars from a particular era. A dark cherry metallic
Alero sedan is just one of the residents of this informative museum. With the discontinuation of
the Oldsmobile brand, GM motors donated the th of Final collector's edition Oldsmobile to give
tribute to the automotive pioneers of modern day cars. But not all automobilias are owned by
the museum itself. The Olds, the earliest Oldmobile model, is on loan from the Smithsonian
Institution. Nevertheless this top-rated automotive museum boasts of a diverse collection of
Oldsmobile that will take you back to the roots, and heart, of automobile design and innovation.
If classic cars are not your thing, then maybe a walk through Lansing's rich transportation
history would knock your socks off. Aside from the Oldsmobile retro cars, the museum also
houses artifacts, such as Michigan licensing plates and old traffic signs, to give you an idea of
the era in which the great Ransom E. Olds accomplished so much. Be part of the Oldsmobile
traditions with the various family and company memorabilia at every corner of the museum.
Upon entering the museum, you can even encounter a life sized statue of the man himself as he
looks over his achievements. Signs in and around the museum also explain how the Olds family
has been building engines long before putting them in cars. From bikes to military equipment,
Olds and the Oldsmobile was not just a pioneer in automotive design but as well as anything
that moves with an engine. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Oldsmobile Alternator. Oldsmobile Axle
Assembly. Oldsmobile Blower Motor. Oldsmobile Brake Booster. Oldsmobile Brake Caliper.
Oldsmobile Brake Disc. Oldsmobile Brake Disc and Pad Kit. Oldsmobile Brake Master Cylinder.
Oldsmobile Brake Pad Set. Oldsmobile Dash Cover. Oldsmobile Distributor. Oldsmobile Door
Glass. Oldsmobile Driveshaft. Oldsmobile Engine Control Module. Oldsmobile Exhaust System.
Oldsmobile Floor Mats. Oldsmobile Fuel Pump. Oldsmobile Fuel Tank. Oldsmobile Headlight.
Oldsmobile Helper Spring. Oldsmobile Instrument Cluster. Oldsmobile Lowering Kit. Oldsmobile
Muffler. Oldsmobile Nerf Bars. Oldsmobile Power Steering Pump. Oldsmobile Spark Plug.
Oldsmobile Starter. Oldsmobile Steering Gearbox. Oldsmobile Steering Rack. Oldsmobile Step
Bumper. Oldsmobile T Connector. Oldsmobile Tail Light. Oldsmobile Throttle Body. Oldsmobile
Valance. Oldsmobile Wheel. Oldsmobile Window Motor. Oldsmobile Wiper Blade. Oldsmobile
Wiper Motor. Oldsmobile Models. Oldsmobile 88 Parts. Oldsmobile 98 Parts. Oldsmobile Parts.
Oldsmobile Achieva Parts. Oldsmobile Alero Parts. Oldsmobile Aurora Parts. Oldsmobile
Bravada Parts. Oldsmobile Calais Parts. Oldsmobile Classic 98 Parts. Oldsmobile Custom
Cruiser Parts. Oldsmobile Cutlass Parts. Oldsmobile Cutlass Calais Parts. Oldsmobile Cutlass
Ciera Parts. Oldsmobile Cutlass Cruiser Parts. Oldsmobile Cutlass Salon Parts. Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme Parts. Oldsmobile Cutlass Tiara Parts. Oldsmobile Delmont 88 Parts.
Oldsmobile Delta 88 Parts. Oldsmobile F85 Parts. Oldsmobile Fiesta Parts. Oldsmobile Firenza
Parts. Oldsmobile Intrigue Parts. Oldsmobile Jetfire Parts. Oldsmobile Jetstar 88 Parts.
Oldsmobile Jetstar I Parts. Oldsmobile LSS Parts. Oldsmobile Omega Parts. Oldsmobile
Regency Parts. Oldsmobile Silhouette Parts. Oldsmobile Starfire Parts. Oldsmobile Super 88
Parts. Oldsmobile Toronado Parts. Oldsmobile Vista Cruiser Parts. Oldsmobile Customer
Reviews. Jun 26, Perfect fit. Good buy. Stephen Nichols. Purchased on Jun 12, Apr 29, Best
price all around. Purchased on Apr 08, Apr 23, The price of the parts was awesome price just
right. Oldsmobile Guides. Closer Look at Oldsmobile Automobiles. Oldsmobile: A Pioneer in
Automotive Technology. Olds Transportation Museum: Immortalizing the Classics. After the
successful creation of the very first self-contained gasoline-powered carriage, partners Ransom
Eli Olds, a manufacturer of stationary gasoline engines, and Frank Clark, the son of a small
carriage shop operator, founded the Olds Motor Company in Their creation was a typical
one-cylinder chain driven vehicle. Years later in , America was shocked with the release of their
new vehicle very different from other. This Olds vehicle featured a curved dash board very
radical during that time, and quickly it became the most popular vehicle that can run 40 miles in
one gallon of gasoline. Soon enough, the popularity of engine run vehicle increased as the
horse-drawn carriages diminished. This was a good break for Olds Motor Company to release
some brand new models by the name Model S, the Olds first four cylinder car in , followed by
the Olds Limited in which is still very popular among antique car lovers today, and closed cabin
Model 43 Roadster in and Model 37 in With success in their hands, the Olds continue to release
more models during the twenties. By mid-thirties, Oldsmobile and now a General Motors
division released the very first automatic safety transmission. With every mans wildest
imagination, designs and style have changed radicall
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y for the past four decades that completely change the way people move and travel. At the
height of the muscle car era, Oldsmobile released their own versions: the Oldsmobile in , and
the Oldsmobile Tornado in The release of the was prompted by the success of the Pontiac GTO.
The name was derived from its features 4 barrel carburetor, 4 speed manual transmission, and
dual exhausts. The Oldsmobile Tornado, on the other hand was an idea attempt to install the
first front wheel drive in a full size American can since the mid s. The tornado ran at a V8 engine
rated hp. As the muscle car era drew its end in the seventies, Oldsmobile marked their
1millionth unit made in Today, new Oldsmobile models incorporate technology and style. In ,
Oldsmobile celebrated their th anniversary with a new logo and become Americas oldest motor
company. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

